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Examiner's Detailed Office Action

1 . This Office Action is responsive to Request for Continued Examination, filed

September 25, 2007,

2. Claims 22-44 will be examined.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

3. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by another filed

in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent granted on an application for

patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent, except that an

international application filed under the treaty defined in section 351(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this

subsection of an application filed in the United States only if the international application designated the United

States and was published under Article 21(2) of such treaty in the English language.

4. Claims 22-44 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Wang et al.

(USPN 6,996,550, referred to ass Wang).

Regarding claim 22;

Wang teaches

a) selecting (Wang; C 4, L 46-54) at least a first experiment (Wang; C 4, L 54-56) from

an experimental space (Wang; C 4, L 54-56; Having not further defined the applicant's

claimed "experimental space" in the claimed invention, the examiner has found that the

claimed "experimental space" reads on the parameter space taught by Wang.) including a

plurality of experiments using a data-driven optimizer;
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b) inputting experimentally determined experiment result data (Wang; C 4, L 46-54;

Examiner's Note (EN): Having not further defined the applicant's claimed "experiment

result data" in the claimed invention, the examiner has found that the claimed

"experiment result data" reads on the experimental constraints taught by Wang.) of the

first experiment to at least one meta layer module (EN: The examiner takes the position

that the receiving of experiment data at a "meta layer" is anticipated by Wang teaching

the process of "providing" in Column 4, Lines 46-54, and teaching the use of

optimization processing in selecting and generating configuration in Column 6, Lines 1 5-

17.);

c) evaluating the experimentally determined experiment result data of the first experiment

at the meta layer module (Wang; C 6, L 16-18; Havingnbt further defined the applicant's

claimed "evaluating" in the claimed invention, the examiner has found that the claimed

"evaluating" reads on the optimization process taught by Wang.), wherein the meta layer

module generates evaluation data (Wang; C 6, L 14-16; Having not further defined the

applicant's claimed "evaluation data" in the claimed invention, the examiner has found

that the claimed "evaluation data" reads on the plurality of configurations as taught by

Wang.) based on the evaluating of the experimentally determined experiment result data

(EN: The examiner takes the position that in teaching that the optimization process

determines the optimal sequence of events for the experiments in Column 6, Lines 35-37,

Wang anticipates the applicant's claimed evaluating being based on experimentally

determined data. This position is supported by the fact that in order for the optimization
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to determine the optimal sequence of events, the process has to evaluate the

configurations.); and

d) processing the experimentally determined experiment result data of the first

experiment at the optimizer, wherein the processing at the optimizer is influenced by the

evaluation data and wherein the optimizer generates experiment design data based on the

processing of the experimentally determined experiment result data (Wang; C 6, L 25-

34);

e) outputting an experiment design based on the experiment design data (Wang; C 7, L

19-21; EN: Having not further defined the applicant's claimed "outputting" in the claimed

invention, the examiner has found that the claimed "outputting" reads on the outputting

of data representing an experiment as taught by Wang.).

Regarding claim 23:

Wang teaches

f) inputting an optimization goal (EN: The examiner take the position that the inputting of

an optimization goal is inherent in optimization process in the invention of Wang);

g) selecting at least a second experiment (Wang; C 4, L 54-56) from the experimental

space (Wang; C 4, L 54-56) using the optimizer;

h) performing step b) to step d) for experimentally determined experiment result data of

the second experiment (EN: The examiner takes the position that in teaching the

generation and selection of several configurations, and the optimizing of this process,

Wang anticipates the performing of the applicant's claimed steps.); and
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i) continuing to perform steps g) and h) until the optimization goal is reached (Wang; C

6, L 35-37; EN: The examiner takes the position that the reaching of an optimization goal

during the process of generating and selecting configurations is anticipated in Wang

teaching the identifying of an optimal sequence of events in a experiments in Column 6,

Lines 35-37).

Regarding claim 24:

Wang teaches

(previously presented) The method wherein at least one of the optimizer and the meta

layer module changes the experimental space before the selecting the at least one second

experiment step (Wang; C 6, L 25-34).

The examiner takes the position that the "configurations" serves as both an experimental

spaces and the result of evaluations. The optimization process (Wang; C 6, L 16-18;

"optimization process") generates a new experimental space (Wang; C 6, L 25-34;

"second configurations") after processing (Wang; C 6, L 14-16;' 'performing an

optimization process") previous experimental spaces (Wang; C 6, L 25-34; "preceding

configuration").

Regarding claim 25:

Wang teaches

(previously presented) The method wherein the meta layer module (Wang; C 6, L 16-18;

Having not further defined the applicant's claimed "meta layer module" in the claimed
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invention, the examiner has found that the claimed
umeta layer module" reads on the

optimization process taught by Wang.) contains at least one of a neural network module,

a hybrid model module, a rigorous model module and a data mining module (Wang; C 6,

L 25-34; EN: The examiner takes the position that data mining is inherent in the process •

of optimization).

Regarding claim 26:

Wang teaches

(currently amended) The method wherein the experiment result data is based on

experiments from at least one of active ingredient research, materials research, catalysis

research, biotechnology and optimization of reaction conditions (Wang; C 9, L 13-20).

Regarding claim 27:

Wang teaches

(currently amended) The method wherein the evaluating at the meta layer module to

generate the evaluation data includes the step of filtering the experiment result data

(Wang; C 10, L 53-61; Having not further defined the applicant's claimed "filtering of

experiment result data" in the claimed invention, the examiner has found that the claimed

"filtering of experiment result data" reads on the screening of experiment data as taught

by Wang).

Regarding claim 28:
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Wang teaches

(currently amended) The method wherein the filtering includes re-evaluating the

experiment result data (Wang; C 32, L 35-42).

Regarding claim 29:

Wang teaches

(currently amended) The method wherein the filtering includes at least one of weighting

(Wang; C 19, L 13-15) and pre-selecting the experiment result data.

Regarding claim 30:

Wang teaches , .

(currently amended) The method wherein the weighting includes at least one of using a

weighting parameter (Wang; C 19, L 13-15) and performing at least one duplication of

the experiment result data.

Regarding claim 31:

Wang teaches

(previously presented) The method wherein the optimizer includes at least one core

module and one module for selecting new test points (Wang; C 32, L 25-29).

Regarding claim 32:

Wang teaches
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(previously presented) The method wherein the processing at the optimizer is influenced

based on processing at the module for selecting the new test points (Wang; C 32, L 25-

29).

Regarding claim 33:

Wang teaches

(previously presented) The method wherein the processing at the module for selecting the

new test points is influenced by at least one of a value exceeding a threshold (Wang; C

32, L 51-53; EN: Having not further defined the applicant's claimed "value exceeding a

threshold" in the claimed invention, the examiner has found that the claimed "value

exceeding a threshold" reads on the passing of an acceptance threshold as taught by

Wang.) and a predefined user value.

Regarding claim 34:

Wang teaches

(previously presented) The method wherein the processing at the optimizer is influenced

based on processing at the core module.

The examiner takes the position that although Wang does not explicitly recite the use of a

"core module", the operations performed by this module as disclosed in the applicants'

specification in Paragraph 0048 are inherent in the optimization process (C 32, L 5-42).

Regarding claim 35:
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Wang teaches

(previously presented) The method wherein processing at the core module is influenced

by at least one of a value exceeding a threshold (Wang; C 32, L 51-53; EN: Having not

further defined the applicant's claimed "value exceeding a threshold" in the claimed

invention, the examiner has found that the claimed "value exceeding a threshold" reads

on the passing of an acceptance threshold as taught by Wang.) and a predefined user

value.

Regarding claim 36:

Wang teaches

an experimental space module (Wang; C 4, L 54-56; Having not further defined the

applicant's claimed "experimental space module" in the claimed invention, the examiner

has found that the claimed "experimental space module" reads on the parameter space

taught by Wang.) including a plurality of experiments (Wang; C 5, L 46-47; EN: Having

not further defined the applicant's claimed "plurality of experiments" in the claimed

invention, the examiner has found that the claimed "plurality of experiments" reads on

the use of several configurations taught by Wang.):

an experiment data module including experimentally determined experiment result data

for at least one of the experiments in the experimental space module (Wang; C 4, L 54-

56; EN: The examiner takes the position that Wang anticipates the applicant's claimed

experimental data module containing experimentally determined experiment data, in
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teaching his configurations containing patterns from other configurations that were

generated.);

a optimizer for selecting (Wang; C 4, L 46-54) at least one first experiment (Wang; C 4,

L 54-56) from the experimental space module (Wang; C 4, L 54-56; Having not further

defined the applicants claimed "experimental space module" in the claimed invention,

the examiner has found that the claimed "experimental space module" reads on the

parameter space taught by Wang.);

a meta layer module coupled to the optimizer (Wang; C 6, L 16-18; Having not further

defined the applicant's claimed "meta layer module" in the claimed invention, the

examiner has found that the claimed "meta layer module" reads on the optimization

process taught by Wang.) for receiving experimentally determined experiment result the

first experiment from the experiment data module;

wherein the meta layer module evaluates the experimentally determined experiment

result data and generates evaluation data based on the evaluation of the experimentally

determined experiment result data (Wang; C 6, L 14-16; EN: The examiner takes position

that Wang anticipates the applicant's claimed meta layer evaluating data and generating

evaluation data, in teaching the inclusion of an optimization process in the generation and

selection of configurations.);

wherein the optimizer processes the experimentally determined experiment result data of

the first experiment and generates experiment design data based on the processing of the

experimentally determined experiment result data of the first experiment, wherein the

processing by the optimizer is influenced by the evaluation data (Wang; C 6, L 35-37;
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EN: The examiner takes the position that Wang anticipates the applicant's claimed

optimizer processing experimentally determined result data, in teaching that his optimizer

determines the optimal sequence of event in experiments.); and

wherein the optimizer outputs to the experimental space module an experiment design

based on the experiment design data (EN: The examiner takes the position that Wang

anticipates the outputting of the optimal experiment design in teaching the selecting of

the configuration including the identifying of the optimal configuration in Column 6,

Lines 35-37 and teaching the outputting of the experiment design in Column 7, Lines 19-

21.).

Regarding claim 37:

Wang teaches

(previously presented) The system wherein the meta layer module (Wang; C 6, L 16-1 8;

Having not further defined the applicant's claimed "meta layer module" in the claimed

invention, the examiner has found that the claimed "meta layer module" reads on the

optimization process taught by Wang.) includes at least one of a neural network module,

a hybrid model module, a rigorous model module and a data mining module (Wang; C 6,

L 25-34; EN: The examiner takes the position that data mining is inherent in the process

of optimization.).

Regarding claim 38:

Wang teaches
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(currently amended) The system where the meta layer module includes a filtering module

for filtering the experiment result data (Wang; C 10, L 53-61
;
Having not further defined

the applicant's claimed "filtering of experiment result data" in the claimed invention, the

examiner has found that the claimed "filtering of experiment result data" reads on the

screening of experiment data as taught by Wang).

Regarding claim 39:

Wang teaches

(currently amended) The system wherein the filtering module is operable to re-evaluate

the experiment result data (Wang; C 32, L 35-42).

Regarding claim 40:

Wang teaches

(currently amended) The system wherein the filtering module is operable to perform at

least one of weighting (Wang; C 19, L 13-15) and pre-selecting the experiment data.

Regarding claim 4 1

:

Wang teaches

(previously presented) The system wherein the optimizer includes at least one core

module and a module for selecting new test points (Wang; C 32, L 25-29).

Regarding claim 42:
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Wang teaches

(previously presented) The system wherein the meta layer module is operable to

influence the module for selecting the new test points (Wang; C 32, L 25-29).

Regarding claim 43:

Wang teaches

(previously presented) The system wherein the meta layer module is operable to

influence the core module (Wang; C 32, L 5-42; EN: Having not further defined the

applicant's claimed "influencing of a core module" in the claimed invention, the examiner

has found that the claimed "influencing of a core module" reads on the optimization

process taught by Wang).

Regarding claim 44:

Wang teaches

(a) the optimizer selects (Wang; C 4, L 46-54) at least one second experiment (Wang; C

4, L 54-56) from the experimental space module (Wang; C 4, L 54-56; Having not further

defined the applicant's claimed "experimental space module" in the claimed invention,

the examiner has found that the claimed "experimental space module" reads on the

parameter space taught by Wang.);

(b) the meta layer module receives experimentally determined experiment result data of

the second experiment from the experiment data module, evaluates the experimentally

determined experiment data of the second experiment and generates evaluation data
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based on the evaluation of the experimentally determined experiment data of the second

experiment (EN: The examiner takes the position that it is inherent in the invention of

Wang, that the optimization process receives the experimentally determined data. This

inherency is found in the fact that in order for the optimization process to select the best

sequence of events () in an experiment, it must receive the sequence of events, which are

experimentally determined using the optimization process.); and

(c) the optimizer processes the experimentally determined experiment data of the second

experiment and generates experiment design data based on the processing of the

experimentally determined experiment data of the second experiment, wherein the

processing by the optimizer is influenced by the evaluation data generated from the

experimentally determined experiment data of the first and second experiments (Wang;

EN; C 6, L 35-37; EN: Having not further defined the applicant's claimed process of the

"optimizer processing experimentally determined result data" in the claimed invention,

the examiner has found that the claimed "optimizer processing experimentally

determined result data" reads on the optimizer determining the optimal sequence of

events in experiments as taught by Wang. The examiner takes the position that it

inherent for the optimization process's processing to be influenced by its evaluation of

the pirocess being optimized.).

Response to Arguments

Applicant's arguments filed on September 25, 2007 have been fully considered but are found to

be non-persuasive. The unpersuasive arguments made by the Applicant are stated below:
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In reference to Applicant's argument:

Nowhere does Wang et al. teach or suggest generating evaluation data at a meta layer module

based on the meta layer module's evaluation of experimentally determined experiment result data,

which constitutes prior experimentation knowledge, and then using the evaluation data to

influence (tune) optimization processing of the experimentally determined experiment result data

at the optimizer, as required by claim 22.

Examiner's response:

The examiner has considered the applicant's argument and has found that the applicant

has argued limitations that are not found in the claimed invention therefore the applicant's

argument's are non-persuasive. Specifically, the applicant states that the data "constitutes prior

experimentation knowledge", which is not a limitation found in claim 22.

Conclusion

Claims 22-44 are rejected.
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